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1. Welcome to Clime Direct
Dear Clime Direct Member,
You have joined a unique group of value investors serious about identifying profitable
businesses and only buying them at great value.
The Clime Direct User Guide will help you through the process of using Clime Direct to assess
businesses and identify investment opportunities. This User Guide will introduce Clime Direct’s
Company Page and Analysis. You will also learn how to adjust Clime Direct’s valuations to suit
your own risk level and investment style by adjusting the Adopted Performance Criterion and
the Required Return.
The company information contained in this Guide is illustrative only and should not be relied
upon when making investment decisions.
TIP: Clime Direct displays lots of valuable information in pop-up windows. Hover your mouse
over any of the gray question marks in the search results or text on Clime Direct’s screens to
discover formulas, definitions and other useful information.
We are here to help
We hold monthly themed webinars which walk new users through the system as well as oneon-one client phone meetings and direct phone support 9-5 Monday to Friday. Details can be
found online in Clime Direct’s Support Centre. We wish you all the very best with your investing.
--Regards,
The Clime Team

© 2019 Clime Investors Education Pty Limited (A wholly-owned subsidiary of Clime Investment
Management Limited). Clime Investors Education Pty Limited is an authorised representative
of Clime Asset Management Pty Limited AFSL 221146.
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2. Logging into Clime Direct and the Clime Direct Home
Page
2.1 When signing up to Clime Direct you would have created a login with your preferred email
address and created a password. If you forget your password, please contact the Clime Direct
Service Team on 1300 136 225.
2.2 Go to the Clime Direct website: www.climedirect.com.au and bookmark the Login page for
easy access.
2.3 Enter your Username and Password and click the Log In button.

2.4 You will be directed to the Clime Direct homepage.
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2.5 The blue directory bar at the top of the homepage, and every page on Clime Direct, provides
easy navigation around Clime Direct’s members area.

2.6 The Clime Quality Filter button provides you with a list of companies that Clime believes
have certain superior historic quantitative metrics.

2.7 The Analyst Universe Filter button provides you with a list of companies that are on the
Clime Investment Team’s radar and who believe are of superior quality.

2.8 The Value Growth Filter button allows you to search all companies covered by Clime which
are forecast to grow in value by at least 5% above the market price by the end of the current
financial year.

2.9 If you wish, you can use the Company Search Tool to search for companies by Company
Name or ASX Code.
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2.10 You can also do a more comprehensive search for all companies by clicking on the filter
button on the blue navigation bar as highlighted in orange below.

This allows you to search for companies by a wide range of quantitative metrics including
Valuation, Dividend Yield, certain risk factors, different financial and performance metrics,
Return on Equity, Clime’s Quality measures and more intricate metrics such as Per Share Ratios,
Balance Sheet measures and enterprise metrics, found in the ‘Secondary Filters’.

There is more information on how to use the filter in the following section of the guide.
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3. Getting Started
Please note that the back of this Guide contains a glossary that explains terms that may be
unfamiliar to you.
The information in this section applies to any filter search used on Clime direct.
3.1 Click on the Value Growth button on the home page or the ‘Quick Filters’ list found in the
‘Filter’ section and the you will be presented with a list of companies which Clime have forecast
to grow in value by at least 5% above the market price by the end of the current financial year.
3.2 The Value growth list will appear. This screen ranks all the companies by Future Value Year
1 highlighted in orange below.
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3.3 The data contained in all Clime Direct filter screens, including the Value Growth screen, are
urther customizable. This is done by clicking on the orange ‘Show Filter Options’ bar are the top
left of the filter screens as seen below.

Once opened, the filter options further brake-down into Primary, Secondary and Quality filters,
each displaying different quantitative metrics which will refine your search depending on what
measures are changed in the filter.
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3.4 Customising your data
Companies can be ranked in ascending or descending order by using the gray bar at the top of
the filter list. Clicking on the options below will order the companies in descending order and
then clicking on the same option again will list the companies in ascending order. Below is an
example where companies were ordered by Dividend Yield (DY) highlighted on the top right
below.
3.5 There are a number of symbols which appear next to the company names (also on the
company page) that are used on Clime Direct to indicate different things as seen below.
3.5.1 The Analyst Universe – This symbol indicates that the company is on the Clime
Investment Team’s radar and who believe are of superior quality.

3.5.2 The Model Portfolio – This symbol indicates that the company is held in the Clime
Direct Model Portfolio.

3.5.3 Analyst Quarantine – This symbol indicates that the company has recently reported
new data to the market and The Clime Investment Team is currently overlooking
the quantitative data, applying their respective qualitative metrics and updating the
company’s information accordingly.

3.6 What is the Required Return (RR)?
Required Return is the minimum investment return that you are seeking for investing in a
company. Clime Direct’s analysts have assigned a RR that they believe is appropriate for each
company, however you have the ability to change this depending on your view.
In normal circumstances, Clime Direct’s RR is likely to be relatively stable.
Clime Direct’s Required Return takes into consideration:
•

The return you can obtain on a risk-free asset. This is usually measured by the return you
can obtain from a 10-year Australian Government Bond.
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•
•

A premium for investing in the share market. Acquiring shares in a company is relatively
riskier than holding cash, government bonds and most other asset classes. As such, you will
want a greater reward for holding an equity investment.
Company Premium. Not all companies are the same. Each company will have its own
individual set of circumstances and risks. These include:
-- Balance sheet strength
-- Market capitalisation
-- Corporate strategy and risk management
-- Competitive advantage
-- Dependence on favorable government policy or regulation

Where companies are assessed to have higher risk fundamentals, you should require a higher
RR on your investment.
3.7 Clime Analyst Universe
In the Analyst Universe filter, Clime’s analysts have grouped companies together that have a
similar RR. The colour codes of green, yellow, red and Not Covered indicate an assessment
of the relative return we think you should require for different companies, ranging from Low
Required Return through to High Required Return and Not Covered.
The RR for each required return band is tabled below.
Colour

Definition

Range

Low Required Return

RR ≤ 10.5%

Moderate Required Return

> 10.5% RR and ≤ 12.5% RR

High Required Return

RR > 12.5%

Not Covered

Companies which The Clime Investment
Team believe are not of sound quality

3.8 The Value/Price Margin
The Value/Price Margin (V/P) is the value of the company (as calculated by the Clime Investment
Team) compared to the market price the company can be purchased for.
Click on the Future Value Y1 column heading to the right of the ‘Company’ heading to sort the
companies by the Value/Price Margin in ascending or descending order. The V/P margin is
highlighted in green or red.
Once identified as a prospect, the financial profile of the company should be examined. Clime
Direct provides you with the tools to do this. In examining the financial profile, we are seeking
to identify profitable companies, not just companies that make a profit.
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Profit vs Profitability
At this point, it is important to introduce the concept of Profit vs Profitability.
Profit is distinct from profitability. Profit is the amount of money the company makes each
year. Profitability measures the amount of equity (or shareholders funds) required to generate
that profit. There are several ways to view profitability.
•
•

In a single year the measure of profitability of a company is the NROE.
Over several years the measure of profitability of a company is calculated as IRR of the
company cash flows attributable to shareholders. The higher the IRR the better the
investment’s return. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is a widely used concept in evaluating or
comparing investment opportunities. The higher an investment’s IRR, the more attractive
the investment.

The Value/Price Margin tells you whether the company’s share price may be expensive or not.
3.8.1 A positive Value/Price Margin indicates the price of the company is below Climes’s
valuation of the company. The higher (green) the V/P %, the higher the valuation
relative to the share price of the company.
3.8.2 A negative Value/Price Margin indicates the price of the company is above Clime’s
valuation of the company. The higher (red) V/P %, the greater the share price relative
to the valuation of the company.
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The Value/Price Margin is the first filter when determining whether a company is an attractive
investment prospect.
Having identified attractive companies i.e. they have a positive Value/Price Margin, let’s now
have a look at a specific company in Clime Direct and where the user can find the metrics in
which Clime takes into account when calculating a company’s value.
Click on the name of a company and the Company Page will open.
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4. Company Page and Analysis
There are four main tabs on the Company Page. Each tab contains different information and
includes:
Tab 1: Dashboard
Tab 2: Valuation
Tab 3: Key Financials
Tab 4: Key Ratios
4.1 Tab 1 – Dashboard
The Dashboard tab contains the primary indicators of the company’s valuation including the
market price, historic and forecast valuations and the Required Return (RR) which is explained
earlier in the Guide, and dividend information. We can also see our price/value graph on the
right.
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Scrolling down the page the user is able to see all reports containing information on this
company and the Clime Team’s analysis of past company reports to the market (found in
‘Analyst Comments’ on the top right of the image below).

Also, under the ‘Key Stats’ sub-tab we are able to see a more detailed company ‘Financial
Summary’ which is a snapshot of the historic performance of the company.

Below is the Company’s financial summary found in the Key Stats
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4.2 Tab 2 – Valuation
This tab begins with a historic and forecast overview of the company’s NROE over time. As
Clime Direct’s method of valuation relies on the Clime’s adopted forecast NROE along with a
payout ratio for the company, this can be viewed in this section labelled as ‘our metrics’, along
with the company’s forward outlook for their own NROE and payout ratio. A worked example
of how the valuation of a company is calculated can be found in the ‘Demystifying Intrinsic
Value’ support document located in the ‘Education’ section of Clime Direct.

The ‘Future Value’ sub tab in within the ‘Valuation’ tab allows the user to see all of the inputs
which are taken into consideration when The Clime Investment Team value a company. This
is split into sections allowing the user to see the historic profitability of the company and the
3 years forecast of growth.
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The ‘Valuation History’ sub tab allows the user to view every time an analyst has updated the
valuation of the company and the Analyst Updates allows you to view the reasons for the
update and the subsequent value which co-insides with the update.

The ‘Adjust Valuation’ tool allows the user to adjust the valuation of a company when they have
a differing view of the forecast NROE and/or Required Return of the company.
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4.3 Tab 3 – Key Financials
This tab is quite self-explanatory and shows all financial data for the company. The source
of all financial data included in this tab are the company’s financial statements. The initial
screen shows five years’ worth of annual financial history. This data is from our data provider,
Thompson Reuters, and is broken up into a Profit & Loss Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash
Flow report and the company’s Financial Summary. Clime Direct also displays the company’s
interim reports. The company’s entire reported financial information since float is available for
download by clicking the ‘Download to CSV’ at the op right of the image below.
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4.4 Tab 4 – Key Ratios
At the top of the table, the Normalised ROE (NROE) for each of the past years is shown. This is a
measure of the profitability of the company for the respective year. This profitability ratio uses
Normalised Earnings as the numerator. Simply put, this is the profit of the company adjusted for
abnormal gains and losses. The ratio also factors in changes in equity through its denominator.
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The ‘Key Ratios’ tab also includes all of the company’s dividend information and the metrics that
the Clime Investment Team take into account when assessing the company’s Financial Strength.
The Financial Strength of a company is a measure of solvency and should be considered when
deciding whether a company is of investment quality. Note that financial institutions such as
banks and insurers will not display a financial strength. This is since these companies operate
with of high levels of debt and the model which is used to rate the companies on a star basis
do not fit these financial institutions.
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5. Research and Macro News
5.1 Research and Macro
The final sections of Clime Direct which we will point out that provides the user with a wealth
of knowledge is the ‘Research’ and ‘Macro’ Sections. This is where the user can find all of the
market and company research as well as macro-economic analysis conducted by the Clime
Investment Team. The Research section includes Company Reports and Updates, our weekly
themed macro paper, ‘The View’, Insights and Education and the Clime Model Portfolio, which
is Clime’s representative Australian Equities Growth Portfolio designed to capture the insights
of the Clime Investment Team.
5.1.1 Research.

5.1.2 Macro
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5.2.3 Education
If further information is needed after reading this guide, there are further support documents
in the ‘Education’ Section along with ‘How To’ videos, FAQ’s and most importantly, advisor
support where the Clime Team offers general advice on a universe stock of interest and oneon-one client meetings where one of the friendly Clime Team can assist you with Clime Direct
and all it has to offer.
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6. Clime Direct Glossary of Terms
Adopted Forecast NROE: The adopted Forecast NROE is an estimate of the average future
profitability for the next one to three years. The Adopted Forecast NROE is selected from the
Normalised Return on Equity (NROE) for last year of review, the Internal Rate of Return over the
review period or a user/analyst defined number.
The Adopted Forecast NROE is based on data from the past five years (if available), but it may
also be adjusted to reflect material information about a company’s future. Alternatively, both
of these may be overridden and Clime Direct’s analysts may determine and select another
figure that is found in the box labeled ‘Our Metrics’ on the company valuation page.
Abnormal Gains (Loss): Abnormals are usually of a non-recurring nature. For example, an
unrealised gain from currency hedging would be written back as an abnormal because it is not
congruent with the normal operations of the business.
Clime Direct’s analysts further differentiate between what the company claims to be an
abnormal, significant or unusual, and what they believe truly reflects unusual or significant
one-off events.
Distributed (Dist.): This is the portion of the NROE that is paid out to ordinary shareholders as
grossed up dividends or distributions.
Dividend: This is the amount a company pays to shareholders, usually from its most recent
earnings.
Dividend Yield (DY): This is a measure of income return (ie dividends or distributions) to a
shareholder as a proportion of the current share price.
Forecast NROE (FNROE): The Forecast Normalised Return on Equity (FNROE) is the NROE
predicted by a company which is an estimate of the company’s future NROE for the following
one to three financial years. This figure can also be displayed as the market consensus numbers
for the company’s FNROE or Clime’s analyst’s adopted FNROE.
Grossed Up Dividends: This is the total dividends, adjusting for franking credits. If dividends
were 100% franked, then the calculation for grossed up dividends is; Dividends/0.7 Intangibles:
This equals the intangibles per share.
Internal Rate of Return (IRR): The Internal Rate of return (IRR) is the rate of growth an
investment is expected to generate. While the actual IRR that a given investment ends up
generating, an investment with a substantially higher IRR value than other options would still
be a more attractive investment.
Market Price: This is the market price of the company at either the following: at 20-30 minute
intervals throughout the trading day for the company, the closing market price updated after
approximately 4.30pm (AEDST) on the day for the company or prior to the trading day before
9.30am (AEDST) (previous day’s closing price).
Normalised Earnings: Unlike ordinary earnings, normalised earnings takes into account the
retained earnings adjusted for any non-ordinary items, dividends before tax, as well as changes
in reserves and any amortisation of goodwill.
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NROE: This equals Normalised Earnings/[Opening Equity plus (new net ordinary equity/2)].
Payout Ratio: The Payout Ratio shows the proportion of earning paid out as dividends to
shareholders, typically expressed as percentage of the company’s earnings. (Grossed up
Dividends/Normalised Earnings).
Required Return (RR): This is a subjective estimate of the minimum return you require, based
on how you view the risk of a particular company.
V/P (Value/Price Margin at adopted Required Return): This is the calculated intrinsic value
minus the price divided by current market price. If the number is positive it reflects the potential
value available at the current price based on the Required Return that has been selected.

Web: www.climedirect.com.au
Email: info@climedirect.com.au
Phone: 1300 136 225
Address:
Level 7,
1 Market Street
Sydney
NSW 2000
Postal Address:
PO Box Q1286
Queen Victoria Building
NSW 1230 Australia

